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LEGALFOXES LAW TIMES
STRUCTURE OF BUYBACK OF SHARES IN THE INDIAN MARKET
-Sonakshi Jain1

Abstract
Buyback is the act of repurchasing of its own shares or securities by a company. When
company repurchases its own shares it has a lot of effects on the stock market. Therefore, it is
important to understand the purpose of buyback. Since none of the legal provisions are there
which can’t be misused, so is the case with buyback. The popularity of buyback has increased
in the economic market and so is its misuse, these questions form the very legislative intent
behind such provision. It is important to protect the interest of the investors in the long run
and to achieve the stability in the market at the same time by the way of buyback. There has
to be a balance between the goals of the company and goals of the investors. Thus, the object
of this paper is to closely review the legislative structure for buyback, its purposes and effects
and then to critique it. The purpose of this paper is to provide insight to the structure of
buyback in the Indian economic market.

Keywords: buyback, investors, preconditions for buy back, misuse, earning per share, purpose
of buyback and effects of buyback.

INTRODUCTION
Competition is an intrinsic part of the business world. The increased globalization has taken it
to a new level. Companies in lieu to compete with each other might build-up new strategies to
meet the dynamic conditions, thus to be on the right track, buyback is one of the tools. Buyback
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is when a company repurchases its own shares, if we view this from the perspective a lay man it
might seem to be a funny and useless activity. On the contrary, the rationale
behindthephenomenonofbuybackistomanagethecapitalorincreasetheearningpershareor

to

restructure the capital etc. but first and foremost, the most intrinsic reason for the buyback is to
achieve stability.

For a company to survive in the long term goals, it has to take many steps to streamline its
management with the dynamic environment. The environment of the company includes both
internal factors (the ones which the company can control) and external factors (the ones which
are out of the control of the company). While dealing with the ever-changing environment the
company might get wobbly in the journey. Therefore, buyback is one of the tools to stabilize
the functioning of the company. Stability is one of the principal factors which every company,
be it public or private, seeks toachieve.
The recent buyback trend seen in the corporate market shows the thirst for attainment of
stability in market operations. There might be different reasons behind the announcement of
buyback by a company and this move is likely to produce both positive and negative effects on
the market. This makes it mandatory for is to understand as to what are the purposes, merits
and demerits of the buyback activity. It is also meaningful to understand the provisions related
to buyback in India closely to get a better understanding of the concept of buyback.

I.

MEANING & PROCESS OF THE BUYBACK OF SHARES ININDIA

A. Meaning
The term “Buyback” can be defined as-“Buyback is purchase by a company of its outstanding
shares that reduces the number of its shares on the open market.2The buyback of share
capital has three primaryeffects:

1. Reduction of the share capital to the amount of the face value of the shares bought
2
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back.
2. Cash out-flow from the company to the level of the price of the shares paid to the
shareholders.
3. Shareholders selling their shares cease to be the shareholders of thecompany.

B. Process
1. Choose the manner for buyback
2. Board resolution
3. Special resolution
4.

Explanatory statement

5.

Declaration of solvency

6. Letter of offer
7. Acceptance of offer and related formalities
8. Compliance with general obligations of the company
9. Period limit for completion of buyback
10. Return of buyback of securities with the registrar
11. Extinguishment of certificates
12. Register of securities bought back

II.

LEGISLATIVEHISTORY

The share buyback process in India was the product of the situations that took place in India
during 1996. The prolonged depression in the stock market had gripped the minds of the
government and various business houses. The government made several efforts to reconcile
the situation but all the efforts proved to be futile, this became a matter of great concern and a
topic for great discussions among the populace then.
There were various suggestions made for the revival of the capital market of which the most
recommended on was the buyback of shares. The reason for this was that, the buybacks were
believed to impart some resilience as far as the share prices are concerned. Succeeding it the
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government promulgated an Ordinance on 31st October, 19983, adding new Sections 77A,
77AA and 77B in the Companies Act. This ordinance was promulgated with the view to
provide a platform to the companies to get rid of their surplus capital and get better the
estimation of their shares.
The Ordinance was based on the recommendations made by the working group on Companies
act 1956, the group emphasized that “the sole reason for the buyback of shares is not just to
prevent the hostile takeover but it can be done for various other purposes like to return surplus
cash to the shareholders; to increase the underlying share value; to support share price during
the periods of temporary weakness; to achieve or maintain the target capital structure; to
prevent or inhibit unwelcome takeover bids”. Therefore the group recommended that
restriction on the buyback of shares is antediluvian and in opposition to the long term interest
of the corporate sector development and shareholder value. The group also redefined the
takeover bid under Section 3954(now Section 2355) and recommended that when any person,
group or body corporate acquires 95% shares of a public listed company, then in that case the
residual shareholders are bound to sell their shares to the acquiring 95% owner. Later the
government

enacted

the

Companies

(Amendment)

Act

1999,

acting

upon

the

recommendations made by thegroup.
The group also redefined the takeover bid under Section 395 3(now Section 2354) and
recommended that when any person, group or body corporate acquires 95% shares of a public
listed company, then in that case the residual shareholders are bound to sell their shares to the
acquiring 95% owner. Later the government enacted the Companies (Amendment) Act 1999,
acting upon the recommendations made by thegroup.

Pertaining to the depression in the market situation, when the stock market crashed in 1987 in
U.S., the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) provided some relaxation as far as its
restrictions on the timing and amount of buyback were concerned. This trend was again
followed in 2001 after the September 11 attacks with the objective of motivating all the
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business houses. A similar situation was seen in Malaysia where the government introduced
some relaxations to stabilize the stock market in 1997.

III.

REASONS FOR GOING FOR A BUYBACK

A. MajorReasons:

1. Increase in the underlying value of the share: this works on the principle that the
intrinsic value of the share is higher than the market values of the share, on the
contrary the management if the company asserts the share to be undervalued. When
the company announces a buy back usually this imparts a message to the existing
share holder that the value of their share is lower than the book value of their share.
This allows the company to eliminate the shareholder who is much desperate to giveup their share and thereby, increase the value of the remaining shares, which in turn
increase the earning per share of the remaining shareholders. It is believed that when
a company has surplus funds it goes on investing in new and profitable ventures. But
the company need not always look for further investment rather the company puts its
money into the share markets believing this to increase the value of the remaining
shareholder and sometimes, to increase the prices of its shares in the share market.
When a major company announces the buyback and the earning per share increases
thereby, then this also in a way has positive effect on the sister company’s share
price. Therefore, it can be said that the most important reason for a share buyback is
to increase the share value of the investorsproportionally.

2. Effects on the company accounts: since, by share buyback the capital is reduced, it
affectsthecompanyaccountsinanumberofways.BuybackstendtoimproveEPSand other
share-based measures of profitability as they reduce the number of shares
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outstanding6. It majorly affects (generally show an increase) on the following:
 Earnings pershare
 Return on equity
 Price/Earningsratio
 Book values of theshares
 Return onNet-worth
 Dividend pershare

3. Restructuring the capital of the company: sometimes buybacks are strategized for
tax deductibility on the debt. Because company buys back the shares the capital gets
reduced which in turn is replaced by more economically tax-deductible debt, this not
only allows the company to manage its capital but also perform better in the long run.
With the developing horizons of the business world a company might choose to
restructure its capital to meet the need of the hour or to supplement the new
thought of strategies. Therefore the company borrows money and buys back its
shares to streamline the capital structure with the strategies. Credit rating here plays
a major role because the company has to outsource the finds in most of the cases
because it is more about “excess capacity” than about “excesscapital”. 7

4. Share buyback vs. dividend payouts: the remaining share-holders of the company get
the benefits of the buyback in form of capital gains. They also get additionally
benefited by this because they otherwise would have to pay higher taxes on the
dividends that they get, but since the rates of taxes are lesser on the capital gains,
therefore the remaining shareholders get more benefits as compared to a situation
when the company instead of buyback would have announced additionaldividend.
6

Harvard Law School Forum on Corporate Governance & Financial Regulation, Buybacks and the Board: Director
Perspectives on the Share Repurchase Revolution, https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2016/09/20/buybacks-and-theboard-director-perspectives-on-the-share-repurchase-revolution.
7
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5. To restock the employee incentive options: there can be two situations here from
which the employees canbenefit.

a) Where the employees were awarded some sweat equity shares as a token for
their hard work. But in long term if these employees leave the job or in case
they do not want to continue to hold shares then share buy-back benefits
them because, usually the share buybacks are done on a premium amount
and hence, employees who are the shareholders of the company and are
desperate to give-up their shares are relived with aprofit.
b) If the company is willing to shift some shares in the employee stock option
schemes but on the same hand does not have enough share the company can
choose to buy-back its shares and stream line the structure off its sharecapital.

6. Protect the company from hostile takeovers: when the raider tries to takeover the
company buy buying its majority of the shares the company to prevent a hostile takeover bid can announce share buy-back at prices much higher than their book value
which prevents the raider from taking over the majority of the shares of the company
because then it makes the takeover much more pricey for thebidder.

7. Returning the surplus cash: the company sometimes has unused capital and when it
is not willing to invest the funds anywhere else, then the company can return the
money to the shareholders by announcing a share buyback. This is usually done to
prevent situations of low return on investments.

8. Increasing the promoter’s shareholding in the company: as a part of the capital
restructuring a company willing to increase the shareholding of the promoters can do
it by buying back shares and thereby increase the number of shares in the pocket of
promoters as the most important shareholders of acompany.
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B. Purpose of the Buy Back and the DrivingFactors

1. Return capital to shareholders: this purpose arises when the company has “Excess”
capital.
2. Invest in the company’s shares: there are recognized differences between share
prices and their intrinsic value for which the company might feel the need to invest in
the shares of the company throughbuyback.
3. Counterbalance strength: the company may buyback to strengthen the Equity
compensationgrants.
4. Alteration of the capital structure: there are situations where the company for the
further expansion or with the changing business strategy, might take harbor of the
share buyback to align the capital structure or the leverage profile with the changed
approach.

C. Relation between Buybacks andInvestment

There lies a correlation between share buyback growth, revenue growth and capital
expenditure.8According to a study higher revenue growth can be allied with higher Capital
Expenditure and lower buyback activity and lower revenue growth can say to be associated
with lower capital expenditure and an increase in the buyback activity. 9 Therefore, it can be
inferred that the strategies of buyback are, in a way, reaction to the fragile revenue escalation
opportunities.10 Companies usually cut investments in at the time when they have completed
the buyback activity and avoid the earning per share forecast, hence, it is inferred that some

8

Ibid.
Myths and Realities: Assessing the True Relationship Between Executive Pay, Share Buybacks, and Managerial
Short-Termism,
,
https://www.paygovernance.com/viewpoints/myths-and-realities-assessing-the-truerelationship-between-executive-pay-share-buybacks-and-managerial-short-termism.
10
Are share buybacks jeopardizing future growth? | McKinsey, , https://www.mckinsey.com/businessfunctions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-insights/are-share-buybacks-jeopardizing-future-growth#
(last
visited May 25, 2020).
9
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companies may even sacrifice investments to finance the share repurchases. 11
IV.

PRECONDITIONS FOR THE BUYBACK

A. RelevantSections:
1. Section67
2. Section68
3. Section69
4. Section70

B. Legislative structure forbuyback:

1. Eligibility of the company to buy back its own securities: Under section 68 any
company limited by shares or guarantee and having share capital can buy-back its
own securities whether public company, private company , deemed public company,
listed or unlisted.
In case, a listed company is willing to buyback its shares then it needs to comply with
the regulations made by Securities Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”)12. This
compliance is obligatory for the listed companies only and hence, an unlisted company
is only to comply with the provisions under Companies Act. These Buy-back
Regulations are only applicable to the equity shares13 and are not applicable to the
buyback of other securities. In case an unlisted company wants to buy back their
security then it has to comply with the guidelines prescribes by the Department of
Company Affairs, Government of India 14.

11

Supra at 6.
Section 68(2)(f), Companies Act, 2013.
13
Regulation 3, Securities and Exchange Board of India (Buy Back of Securities) Regulations, 1998.
14
Section 68(2)(g), Companies Act, 2013.
12
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Buyback of securities: Since the word ‘securities’ had not been defined anywhere,
therefore, a company under section 68 can buy only some “specified securities”. These
specified securities have been defined under clause (h) of Section 2 of the Securities
Contracts (Regulation) Act,1956.15

2. Prohibition against buyback in certain situations: in accordance with the provision of
Section 70 (earlier Section 77B), any company cannot buy-back shares or securities
ofitssubsidiarycompanyorthroughitssubsidiarycompany 16orthroughaninvestment
company or group of investment companies17 , whether directly or indirectly.
Further, according to Section 70, company cannot carry out the activity of buyback of
shares if:
a) It is in default of repayment of deposit or interest payable on such depositor;
b) It is in default of repayment of redemption of debenture or preference shareor;
c) It is in default of payment of dividend to any shareholderor;
d) It is in default of repayment of any term loan or interest thereon against any
financial institution orbank. 18
Also, a company cannot carry out the buyback activity whether by direct or indirect
means, if it has not complied with the provisions of sections 92(provision for annual
return), 123(provision for declaration of dividend), 127(provision for failure to
distribute dividends) and 129(provision for financial statement).19
3. Sponsoring of the buyback: Any company willing to buy back its own share can do so
by financing it outof
a) free reserves of the companyor
15

See Explanation to section 68(a) and Regulation 2(1) of Securities and Exchange Board of India (Buy Back of
Securities) Regulations, 1998.
16
Section 70(1)(a), Companies Act, 2013.
17
Section 70(1)(b), Companies Act, 2013
18
Section 70(1)(c), Companies Act, 2013
19
Section 70(2), Companies Act, 2013
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b) securities premium account of the companyor
c) proceeds from any of its shares or other specifiedsecurities 20

Thus, this means that at the time of buyback the company shall have sufficient amount
in any one or more of these account which will be enough for meeting the payment that
is to be made to thee tendering shareholders. But it is important to understand that this
transaction will only be a mere book entry. Therefore, permitting to carry out the
buyback activity from any of these accounts does not mean that the amount that these
accounts are said to carry will be available as cash in hand, it will not be. It is to be
noted that a reserve is not a fund but an account created for the purpose of
appropriation of profits by the way of book entry. Similarly, premiums that are
collected at the time of the issue of shares are transferred to the sharepremium
accountby the way of book entry and not physically. The company though in book
entries show that these accounts have this much value but in reality they are used-up in
the day –to-day business of thecompany.
For the purpose of this section free reserves shall have the meaning as under Section
2(43)21 and securities premium account shall have the meaning and compliance as
under Section 52(1)22.
It is to be understood that not all reserves are free reserves. The capital redemption
account which is created for the purpose of meeting the requirements at the time of
redemption of redeemable preference share cannot be used for the buyback of
securities but as far as the surplus in the profit and loss account is concerned, it can be
used for the purpose of funding buyback activity for the reason that this surplus is
available for the distribution as dividend. Similarly any capital reserve or a revaluation
reserve cannot be considered as components of freereserves.
20

Section 68(1), Companies Act, 2013.
Section 2(43), Companies Act, 2013.
22
Where a company issues shares at a premium, whether for cash or otherwise, a sum equal to the aggregate
amount of the premium received on those shares shall be transferred to “securities premium account” and the
provisions of this Act relating to reduction of capital of a company shall, except as provided in this section, apply as
if the share premium account were the paid-up share capital of the company, Section 52(1), Companies Act, 2013.
21
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In the case of CIT v The Century Spg &Mfg Co Ltd232the court stated that:“the reserve
can be either general or specific, but it shall never be vague that is, when a reserve is
created it shall always fall in either of the category for better understanding both its
purpose and use”.
Further, reserves can be of two kinds i.e. revenue reserves and capital reserves.
Revenue reserve is covered under the ambit of free reserves while capital reserve is not
a part of it for the reason that capital reserves are not available for the distribution of
dividend. If we move down the same line of thought we may infer that both capital
redemption reserve and share premium account are not free reserves but still buy the
virtue of the legal provision both can be used for the purpose of issuing bonusshares.

In the case of Indian Overseas Bank v CIT24, the Supreme Court observed that:“a
Development Rebate Reserve is a form of specific reserve and therefore cannot be used
for the purposes other than for which it was crated or for the distribution by the way of
dividend. Therefore, for the purpose of funding the buyback activity any and every
reserve cannot be used i.e. strict adherence has to be paid to the provision specified
under Section 68(1)”.
4. Use of the proceeds from the earlier issue: Section 68 proviso25out rightly prohibits
the utilization of the proceeds from the earlier issue of same kind of share or other
securities, for the purpose of buyback. This means that if a company has proposed to
buyback equity shares then for the purpose of sponsoring this buyback it cannot use
the proceeds of the equity shares that it had issuedearlier.

It is important here to understand that, the expression “kinds of shares” and “class of
23

AIR 1953 SC 501.
(1970) 77 ITR 512.
25
Provided that no buy-back of any kind of shares or other specified securities shall be made out of the proceeds
of an earlier issue of the same kind of shares or same kind of other specified securities, Section 68 proviso to
clause (1), Companies Act, 2013.
24
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shares” has different overtones. This simply means that the classes of shares are a
subset of kinds of share for example preference share is a kind of share but in turn it
has different classes of shares like redeemable, irredeemable, cumulative,
noncumulative etc. Since, the proviso prohibits proceeds from same “kind of shares”
therefore; even the different classes within that larger bubble of the kinds of shares are
inclusive of it. This proviso comes to life when there is an express connection between
the issue and thebuyback.

5. Authority under the Articles of Association: Section 6826 mandatorily prescribes that
there must have been express authorization by the articles of association of buyback.
In the case of Mannalal Khatan v Kedar Nath Khetan27 the Hon’ble court pointed out
that this is a mandatory provision by the virtue of it having a negative language.
Thoughifthearticleofassociation(“article”)doesnothaveaprovisionforbuybackbut

the

company is willing to carry out a buyback activity then the company can amend or
alter the articles in accordance with Section 14. 28

6. Powers of the National Company Law Tribunal (“NCLT”) under Section 24 29: Section
68 of the Companies Act, 2013 does not powers of NCLT under Sec. 242. In the case of
Gurmit Singh v Polymer Papers Ltd30Company Law Board (“CLB”) held that:“it is the
statutory power vested in it by the virtue of Section 402(now section 242 of the
companies Act 2013), to order purchase of its share by a company and consequent
reduction in the share capital. Therefore, even when Section 77A(now Section 68 of
the Companies Act, 2013) has a non-obstante provision but this does not mean that
powers of CLB under Sec. 402 have to comply with it. The CLB can direct any company
26
27

28

Section 68(2)(a), Companies Act, 2013.
(1997) 47 Comp Cas 185 (SC)

Alteration in the articles of association can be done by passing a special resolution. Section 14, Companies Act,
2013
29
Section 242, Companies Act, 2013
30
(2003)3 Comp LJ 228 (CLB-Del)
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to buyback its share as long as it solves the purpose of complaints made under Section
397/398 (now Section 242 of the Companies Act2013).”

Likewise Section 68 does not override any other provision of any other law. Therefore,
any provision in the memorandum of association or the Article of Association or any
other agreement or memorandum of understanding or any other document shall have
an overriding effect on Section68.

7. Cap on the limit of buyback: the company can buy back up to maximum 25% of the
total paid-up capital and free reserves of the company for which either a special
resolution shall be passed at the annual general meeting or a resolution passed at the
meeting of Board of Directors31. But, according to Section 68(2)(b) proviso(i) if the
company is willing to buyback up to the limit of 10% or less then there is no need for
the special resolution to be passed only authorization by the articles is needed. It has
to be noted that the twenty-five percent limit is applicable only to the equity shares
and applicable on other kinds of share or other specifiedsecurities.32
The expression “paid-up” means fully paid-up capital at the time of buy back. In case
the securities that are proposed to be bought back are partly paid-up, then the company
can take required steps liking calling for the un-paid capital. If the situation is such that
still the proposed securities suffer arrears of payment till the prescribed date, then, it
will not disqualify the company from carrying out buyback activity, however the
securities on which arrears are attached will be excluded from being bought back.
The expression “in that financial year” indicates that legislative intent to take into
consideration the changes that might have taken place between thee span of the last
financial year to the announcement of buyback and the limit can be computed in a
truesense.

C. Pre and post buy backformalities
31
32

Section 68(2)(c), Companies Act, 2013
Proviso Section 68(2) (c), Companies Act, 2013
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1. Maintenance of the post buyback Debt-equity Ratio: the company proposing the
buyback has to maintain 2:1 debt-equity ratio33. This provision is majorly for the
protection of creditors. This works on the premise that the company shall not be in
such a position post buyback that it is not able to meet its repayment of debt
requirements. Here, the connotation ‘debt’ includes both secured and unsecured
debts. Apart from the least maintenance of a ratio of 2:1 the central government may
prescribe a higher ratio for a class or classes ofcompanies.34

2. Manner of buy back: the buyback can be carried out in any of the followingmanner:
a) On proportionate basis from the shareholders that are currently existing
shareholders of thecompany 35.
b) From the openmarket 36

c) By purchasing the securities issued to the employees under the umbrella of stockoption scheme or sweat-equityshares.37
It is prescribed that the company shall in no manner carry out the buyback by the way
of personal contracts or negotiated deals with any person whether on or off the stock
exchange or through spot transactions or any other private arrangements.

MANNER OF BUY BACK IN LISTED AND UNLISTED COMPANIES
LISTED COMPANIES38

33

UNLISTED COMPANIES 39

Section 68(2)(d) Companies Act, 2013
Proviso, Section 68(2)(d) Companies Act, 2013
35
Section 68(3)(a), Companies Act, 2013
36
Section 68(3)(b), Companies Act, 2013
37
Section 68(3)(c), Companies Act, 2013
38
Regulation 4, Securities and Exchange Board of India (Buy Back of Securities) Regulations, 1998
39
Rule 3, Company (Buy-Back of Securities) Rules, 1999.
34
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Governed by Company (Buy-Back of
Securities) Rules, 1999

from the existing shareholders on proportionate

from

existing

basis through tender

proportionatebasis

shareholders

on

offer
from open market through

by purchasing the securities issued to the
employees pursuing the stock- option

1. book-buildingprocess

scheme or sweat-equity shares

2. stockexchange
from odd lots

3. Transfer to capital redemption reserve account: According to Section 69, when a
company sponsors its buyback out of free reserves or the securities premium account
then a sum equated to the total nominal value of the shares bought back must be
transferred to the capital redemption reserve account.40 The mechanism of this
account is similar to that of share capital account because it cannot be used for any
purpose other than the ones prescribed in the provision for capital restructuring
except in the case where funds from this account can be used for the purpose of
issuing bonus shares but cannot be used for the purpose of distributingdividend 41.

4. Time limit for the completion of buyback: the buyback process has to be completed
40
41

Section 69(1), Companies Act,2013
Section 69(2), Companies Act,2013
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within 12 months from the date of passing off the special resolution which has given
authority to the company tobuyback. 42
5. Register to be maintained of the securities brought back: it is required by the
company carrying out buyback to maintain a register of the shares that are bought
back in a computer disc or floppy. The particulars to be entered in the registerare:
 Consideration paid for the securities boughtback
 Date of cancellation of thesecurities
 Date of extinguishing and physically destroying thesecurities
 Such other particulars as may beprescribed.

V.

CRITIQUE OF SHAREBUYBACK

Critics majorly argue that buyback is done at the cost of more fruitful investments
1. Usually companies in a bid to heighten the drooping prices of the shares in the
market, announces a buyback to increase the demand of thee share which in turn
increase the prices of theshare.
2. Sometimes the company is not able to make fruitful investments and hence suffers
from the situation of poor performance of the company in the investment market;
therefore, to veil this situation the company announces the share-buybackoffer.
3. Buyback is a bad option for the company who usually pay in high debts because allin-all the buyback reduces the cash in the balance-sheet which indicates that the
company may not be able to meet the repayment of its debts infuture.
4. Announcement of buyback by a company may send signals in the market pointing
towards less growth ideas with the management of the company. This means that
people may feel that because the company had fewer growth opportunities that is
why they have resorted tobuyback.
42

Section 68(4), Companies Act,2013
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5. It is usually believed that the all the shareholders of the company have the same goals
in the long run, but this presumption sometimes seems to be baseless because
sometimes some shareholders are more dear to the company because they are the
corporate insiders. Therefore in the situation if buyback, since the remaining
shareholders get benefitted more that the existing ones therefore, it is argued that
the non-tendering shareholders get gains at the cost of the reduced gains to the
tendering shareholders. Say, promoters, they will only participate in buybacks in case
where they far a takeover bid and otherwise they donot.
6. Buyback sometimes poses unnecessary burden on the shareholder in case it is not
able to achieve the purpose of buyback. This is degrading for the shareholders and
diminishes their faith in the management of thecompany.

VI.

LITERATUREREVIEW

1. AK Mishra43: In a study conducted by AK Mishra, it was found out that the success of
the buyback programme is inversely proportional to the number of shares bought
back. The reason for this is that the more number of shares that the company buys
back the more it shows that the investors lost faith in the management of the
company and are more willing to exit the shareholding. Further, a company may be
willing

to

buybackeventhoughthepriceofitssharesarealreadyvaluedoverandabovethemarket
price, then in the situation of buyback they will have to offer an even higher price.
This creates a burden on the non-selling shareholders (non-promoters).

2. Dr. L. C. Gupta(2005) 44: In this the author had taken a step forward to analyze the
buy- back of shares practices not only India but around the World and especially U.S
43

Subhendu Kumar Pradhan & R. Kasilingam, Buyback Announcement and Its Impact on Shareholders’ Wealth: A
Study on Bombay Stock Exchange, 14 ASIA-PACIFIC JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT RESEARCH AND INNOVATION 111–119 (2018).
44
Dr. L. C. Gupta, “Corporate Practices Regarding Buyback Of Shares And Its Regulation In India “,March 2005,
Society for Capital Market Research & Development
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from which the Indian Laws for buyback have been influenced. The author analyzed
that there is need for literature to refer to because the time when this study was
conducted buyback was a new born baby to the company law. Therefore, this study
definitely will help the person to trace the jurisprudence behind the buyback law in
India because it not only analysis the India scenario but also other countries’ structure
of buybacklaw.
3. Sutanuka Shaw and Debdas Rakshit (2017) 45: the study undertaken by the author
analysis as to whether the buyback achieves all the standard purposes or to say that
whether buyback produces the desired effects on the market price of the share. The
effect like on the earning per share, dividend per share, market value to book value
ratio and the other related factors which are likely to get affected by the buyback
activity. The question which this paper tried to answer was that whether buyback of
shares really generate value for the organization or not. The outcome of this study
was that there is no prima facie evidence available that companies by carrying out a
buyback activity succeeds in all the times and all the situations. But the data that the
authors had analyzed showed that there is no positive effect as such on the factors
which they had put underscreening.

4. Charu (2013) 46 : author in this paper examined buyback as a tool for corporate
restructuring and the effect that are likely to arise subsequent to the buyback on the
earning per share. The author succinctly points out that most of the times
thebuybackdoes not really produce positive effects on the earning per share and the
value of the share. The paper analyzed the share buyback activity from the
perspective of the shareholder, them being the main affected parties. The study
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conducted in this paper showed the results that most of the times the buyback does
not increase the earning per share which defeats the very purpose of it and creates
nothing but anxiety for the shareholders, and there is no value creation for them in
the longrun.
5. Sachi and Puja (2015) 47: In this paper the authors closely examined the return on
announcement off the share buyback prices, ranging from the time when the
announcement for the buyback is made to the time post buyback activity, whether
there is any change in the earning per share for the benefit of the share-holders or
not. In this study it was found that the return on the announcement of the buyback
prices does not get affected in most of thecases.

6. Amit Mudgill (2017) 48: In this article the author analyze that how market reacted to
the 5 biggest buybacks made in the history of India. The author analyzedthat the
buyback effects of TCS, Reliance Industries, Coal India, Cairn Indian and NMDC. The
recent buyback amounting Rs. 16,000 Cr., biggest in the history of India, has created a
hustle-bustle in the stock market. The previous big buyback by the way of open
market mechanisms like by Reliance Industries in 2005 and 2013 amounting to Rs.
3000 Cr. and Rs.10,440 Cr respectively had an effect on the gain in stock amounting to
39% and 8% respectively. Similarly, in the case of NMDC gain in stock amounted to
2.2 % and in case of Cairn the gain in stock amounted to 5.7% and in the case of Coal
India it was 4.6%. With the help of the data available the author has tried to analyze
that what will be the effects on the stock of TCS after thebuyback.
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7. Infosys announces Rs 13,000 crore share buyback at Rs 1,150 per share 49: this article
tried to put forward the fact that buyback has now become a trend now therefore if
you are a big corporate giant you ought to follow the trend. Reliance Industries, TCS,
Coal India, Cairn India, HCL are the big corporate giants that have recently announced
the buyback. The buyback announcement by the Infosys was carried out, analysts say,
because the company had excess capital amounting as much as $ 6.1 billion. The
effects that this buyback is likely to be produced can be analyzed after the completion
of this activity inFY18.

VII.

CONCLUSION ANDSUGGESTIONS

Share buyback is one of the important tools to stabilize the functioning of the company.
But it is important to understand that carrying out buyback activity may not always bore
sweet fruits. As a result of the changing internal as well as external factors the effect of
buyback are not constant. But it is suggested that the company shall not announce buyback
just to follow the trend because of the repercussions of buyback may be that the investors
might lose faith in the management of thecompany.
Share buybacks are done usually at premium rates. Companies generally are lured to keep
their share prices high while offering to buy back. This might sound attractive but it may
lead to destruction of value because they are buying their assets and that to at higher
prices, which in turn may lower the rate of return in future.50
The share prices usually rise after the buyback in the short term and in a few cases in the
long term as well, therefore the management people in the company or the corporate
insiders have personal (financial) incentives attached to the buyback activity. This is more
49
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probable situation in the company where the executives are rewarded by theincreased EPS.
Statistics show that EPS influenced as much as 31% of annual incentives plans and 22% of
the long-term incentive plans. 51
Hence, there must be strong purpose for carrying out a buyback activity coupled with the
protection of the investors, for a successful buyback; otherwise the very purpose of
including such a provision in the companies act would be defeated. Today companies carry
out buyback activities for their personal benefit i.e. benefits of the corporate insiders, but it
is important to even think of the benefits of the investors. In the long run, if the investors
remain unprotected then they will stop investing which will stop the movement of the
wheel of commerce.
Further, there are no penal provisions as to the dubious buyback activities. Hence, when
the buyback is done to overpower the interest of the investors, the company shall be
penalized for it. Since, buyback has come to become an important characteristic of the
corporate world it is important to make the provisions for it more stringent so as to prevent
the misuse of it.
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